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to get it.
The retreat was hidden away'in the loft of a dilapi-
dated building which reminded me foftibly of Giono's
Biblical birthplace in Manosque. It was the sort of den
which St. Jerome might have created for himself during •
his exile in a foreign land. Outside, in the volcanic hinter-
land of Herakleion, Augustine ruled; here, amidst tfie
musty books, the paintings, the music, was Jerome's
world. Beyond, in Europe proper, another world was go-
ing to ruin. Soon one would have to come to a place like
Crete to recover the evidences of a dvilization which had
disappeared. In this little den of Tsoutsou's there was a
cross-cut of Everything which had gone to make the cul-
. ture of Europe. This room would live on as the monks
lived on during the Dark Ages.	•
One by one his friends came, poets most of them.
French was the common language. Again there came up
the names of Eliot, Breton, Rimbaud. They spoke of
Joyce as a Surrealist. They thought America was expe-
riencing a cultural renascence. We clashed. I can't stand
this idea, which" is rooted in the minds of litde peoples,
that Americans the hope of the world. I brought up the
names of their own writers, the contemporary poets and
novelists of Greece. They were divided as to the merits
of this one and that one. They were not sure of their own
. artists. I deplored that.	, .
Food was served, and wine, and beautiful grapes, all
of which I had to refuse. "I thought you liked to eat and
drink," said Tsoutsou. I told him I was indisposed. "Oh,,
come, you can eat a litde cold fish," he insisted. "And this
wine—you must taste it—I ordered it especially for you."
The law of hospitality bade me to accept I raised the
' glass and drank a toast to the future of. Greece. Somebody*
insisted that I try the wonderful olives—and the famous

